Aligned microribbon-like hydrogels for guiding three-dimensional smooth muscle tissue regeneration
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Abstract: Smooth muscle tissue is characterized by aligned structures, which is critical for its contractile functions. Smooth muscle injury is common and can be caused by various diseases and degenerative processes, and there remains a strong need to develop effective therapies for smooth muscle tissue regeneration with restored structures. To guide cell alignment, previously cells were cultured on 2D nano/microgrooved substrates, but such method is limited to fabricating 2D aligned cell sheets only. Alternatively, aligned electrospun nanofiber has been employed as 3D scaffold for cell alignment, but cells can only be seeded post fabrication, and nanoporosity of electrospun fiber meshes often leads to poor cell distribution. To overcome these limitations, we report aligned gelatin-based microribbons (µRBs) as macroporous hydrogels for guiding smooth muscle alignment in 3D. We developed aligned µRB-like hydrogels using wet spinning, which allows easy fabrication of tissue-scale (cm) macroporous matrices with alignment cues and supports direct cell encapsulation. The macroporosity within µRB-based hydrogels facilitated cell proliferation, new matrix deposition, and nutrient diffusion. In aligned µRB scaffold, smooth muscle cells showed high viability, rapid adhesion, and alignment following µRB direction. Aligned µRB scaffolds supported retention of smooth muscle contractile phenotype, and accelerated uniaxial deposition of new matrix (collagen I/IV) along the µRB. In contrast, cells encapsulated in conventional gelatin hydrogels remained round with matrix deposition limited to pericellular regions only. We envision such aligned µRB scaffold can be broadly applicable in growing other anisotropic tissues including tendon, nerves and blood vessel.
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INTRODUCTION
Smooth muscle tissue comprises the wall of many hollow organs in our body such as blood vessels, gastrointestinal tracts, urinary bladder, reproductive tracts, respiratory tracts, and so forth.1–5 Smooth muscle tissue involuntarily contracts and relaxes to control specific organ functions such as regulating blood flow, mixing/transporting contents in stomach, storing/voiding urine, and serving a specialized contractile activity during pregnancy and childbirth. Smooth muscle tissue is composed of thin-elongated smooth muscle cells that lie parallel to one another in one direction for its contractile function. During injury, smooth muscle cells undergo dedifferentiation or phenotypic alteration from contractile to synthetic phenotype, which contributes to the pathogenesis of many diseases including atherosclerosis, asthma, urinary incontinence, and so forth.1,6,7 To treat diseases caused by smooth muscle loss, cell-based therapy has emerged as a promising therapeutic option by delivering cells to the target site to promote smooth muscle regeneration. A few studies have explored the feasibility of delivering smooth muscle cells or stem cells from adipose or bone marrow for smooth muscle repair.8–10 However, these strategies do not support cell
alignment and tissue formation with biomimetic aligned tissue structures, which is critical for the contractile function of smooth muscle tissues.

To guide cell alignment in vitro, several strategies have been developed including the use of aligned substrate, and electrospun fiber meshes. Using thermo-responsive nanogrooved substratum and gel casting method, one group has reported effective formation of aligned cell sheets, which can be further stacked to form dense tissues with aligned structure. However, stacking single layers of aligned cell sheets is very challenging due to lack of diffusion, and does not facilitate scaling up for fabricating tissue scale grafts. Furthermore, densely packed cell sheets poses a great challenge for cell survival due to lack of diffusion, and lacks porosity, that is, desirable for cell infiltration, proliferation, and new matrix deposition. An alternative strategy for achieving cell alignment utilizes aligned electrospun fiber meshes composed of biodegradable polymers such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) and poly(ε-caprolactone). Since electrospinning process is not cell friendly, cells can only be seeded after the scaffold fabrication. While electrospun fiber meshes provide a 3D scaffold with aligned cues, cell penetration is challenging due to the nanoporosity, and cell infiltration is typically limited to within ~100 s of μm from the scaffold surface with inhomogeneous cell distribution. As such, there remains a critical need to develop novel strategies that would support cell alignment in 3D.

An ideal scaffold for smooth muscle repair should meet the following criteria: guides cell alignment and tissue formation in 3D, supports direct cell encapsulation, can be fabricated easily in tissue scale (cm), and has macroporosity. Macroporosity is important to enhance diffusion, cell survival, and accelerate new matrix deposition without delay. Ability to directly encapsulate cells is critical for fabricating tissue-scale cell-laden tissues with desirable homogeneity. Recently, our group has reported gelatin-based microribbon (µRB)-like hydrogels that can crosslink into a macroporous scaffold while supporting direct and homogeneous cell encapsulation. The previously reported µRB scaffold is randomized intercrosslinked without alignment, but satisfies two desirable scaffold requirements for smooth muscle repair: macroporosity and direct cell encapsulation. The goal of this study is to develop a method to align the µRBs for guiding smooth muscle cell alignment in 3D, and validating the potential of aligned µRB-like hydrogels for supporting smooth muscle cell phenotype retention and matrix deposition in vitro. Aligned µRBs were fabricated by wet-spinning gelatin into a rotating collector. To evaluate the potential of aligned µRB scaffold for smooth muscle repair, human bladder-derived smooth muscle cells (SMCs) were encapsulated into aligned µRB-like hydrogels and cultured in vitro for up to 28 days. SMCs were also encapsulated in conventional nanoporous gelatin hydrogels without alignment cues as a control. Scaffold morphology was examined using scanning electron microscopy. Outcome analysis included cell viability, morphology, protein expression, new matrix deposition, and mechanical testing.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Synthesis and fabrication of aligned gelatin-based µRBs**

Aligned gelatin-based µRBs were fabricated by modifying our previously reported µRB synthesis method. Briefly, type-A gelatin (GelA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich) at 15% (w/w) concentration, and stirred at 350 rpm for 3 h, followed by stirring at 125 rpm overnight on hot plate (60°C) to achieve viscous GelA/DMSO solution. The viscous solution was then transferred into 30-mL syringe and wet-spun into an ethanol bath (1.8 L) at constant flow rate (3 mL/h) controlled by syringe pump (kdScientific, 78–8200, Holliston, MA). In the ethanol bath, the GelA solution precipitated into microfibers and as formed microfibers were collected in aligned manner around a rotating magnet-containing U-shaped collector (750 rpm) located in the bottom of the ethanol bath. Each aligned µRB scaffold was fabricated using 75 μL of gelatin solution, and then a new collector was used to collect a new scaffold. The collected microfibers were kept on U-shaped holder to maintain alignment, and subsequently transferred to acetone for 1 h to induce collapse into µRB shape. To functionalize 15% of primary amine groups of gelatin into photocrosslinkable methacrylate groups, µRBs were reacted with a 0.1 mM solution of methacrylic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (Sigma Aldrich) in methanol overnight. To retain µRB morphology, methacrylate-coated µRBs were transferred into a 0.1 mM solution of glutaric dialdehyde (Sigma Aldrich) in methanol and were internally crosslinked for 24 h. The unreacted aldehyde in the crosslinked µRBs were quenched using 1 mM solution of l-lysine hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich) in PBS at 37°C overnight. After quenching, the aligned µRBs were washed using Ultrasterrile water (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) at 37°C for 1 h and the washing was repeated with fresh Ultrasterrile water three times. After vigorous washing, the aligned µRBs were lyophilized on the U-shape holder and stored at −20°C until use.

**Gelatin methacrylate synthesis**

Gelatin methacrylate (MA) was synthesized using previously reported method. Briefly, 5 g of gelatin type B (Sigma Aldrich) was added in 50 mL of deionized (DI) water with stirring in a water bath on hot plate (325 rpm, 37°C) until gelatin completely dissolved. Then, 5 mL of methacrylic anhydride (Sigma Aldrich) was added to the gelatin solution and was stirred for 1 h. The gelatin–MA solution was added drop by drop into stirring acetone to be precipitated. The gelatin–MA precipitate was transferred into warm DI water to be redissolved, followed by dialysis against fresh DI water for 2 days. The dialyzed gelatin–MA solution was filtered, freeze-dried, and stored at −20°C until use.

**Cell culture**

Human primary bladder-derived smooth muscle cells (SMCs, Lonza, Allendale, NJ) were cultured according to manufacturer’s guideline. Briefly, SMCs were plated at 3500 cells/cm² and expanded in smooth muscle growth media (SMGM, Lonza, CC-3182) until 80% confluency. SMCs were passage
every 5–7 days using trypsin/EDTA (Invitrogen) and used at passage five for all experiments.

**Cell encapsulation**

For aligned μRB groups, 10% (w/v) μRB was prepared with cell density of 5 M/mL. First, 20 mg of freeze-dried μRBs with U-shape holder were hydrated with 140 μL of SMGMs with photoinitiator Irgacure 2959 (0.05% (w/v), Ciba Specialty Chemistry, Basel, Switzerland). After μRBs were fully hydrated, the remaining 60 μL of Irgacure-containing SMGM containing 1M cells was pipetted at different locations and well-mixed before crosslinking. For mixing well to ensure homogeneous cell distribution, the aligned μRB scaffolds were exposed to UV light (365 nm, 4 mW/cm², 5 min) for crosslinking. For cell encapsulation in conventional gelatin hydrogel as a control group, gelatin–MA powder was dissolved in Irgacure-containing SMGM (0.05% (w/v)) and mixed with SMCs to achieve 6% (w/v) polymer concentration and cell density of 10 M/mL. For each hydrogel sample, 25 μL of the hydrogel precursor solution was loaded into cylindrical mold (1 mm in height, 5 mm in diameter) and was exposed to UV (365 nm, 4 mW/cm², 5 min) to induce gelation.

**Cell viability**

LIVE/DEAD Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit, for mammalian cells (ThermoFisher Scientific, L-3224) was used to evaluate cell viability. Briefly, dye solution was prepared by diluting calcein AM (for live cells) and ethidium homodimer-1 (for dead cells) in SMGM at a final concentration of 2 and 4 μM, respectively. Aligned μRB scaffolds and hydrogel scaffolds were incubated with the dye solution for 30 min on 3D rocker at 37°C. Live/dead cells were imaged using fluorescent microscope, and the images were colored using Fiji software.

**IMMUNOSTAINING**

Cells were fixed by incubating with 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS for 1 h at room temperature, washed with washing buffer (0.1% Tween–20/PBS) for 1 h once, and washed/permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100/PBS for 1 h at room temperature twice. Cells were blocked with a blocking buffer (3% BSA/2% goat serum/PBS) for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were incubated with primary antibodies/blocking buffer (mouse smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (SM-MHC), Abcam ab683, 1:50; rabbit collagen I, Abcam ab3,4710, 1:100; rabbit collagen IV, Abcam ab6,586, 1:100) overnight at 4°C on shaker. Cells were washed with washing buffer for 1 h at room temperature, then incubated with secondary antibodies/Hoeschst dye/blocking buffer (Alexa 488 goat-antimouse, Invitrogen A1,1001, 1:300; rhodamine goat-antirabbit, Millipore AP132, 1:300; Hoeschst dye, Cell Signaling Technology 4,082S, 2 μg/mL) for 1 h at room temperature on shaker. For cytoskeletal staining, cells were incubated with Rhodamine-phalloidin (Sigma P1951, 1:100 in blocking buffer) for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were again washed with washing buffer for 1 h three times, followed by imaging using confocal microscope (20× oil immersion, Leica SP8 confocal system). Images were colored and overlaid using Fiji software.

**Tensile testing**

Tensile testing of aligned μRB hydrogels was performed using an Instron 5944 materials testing system (Instron Corporation, Norwood, MA) fitted with a 100 N load cell. By the end of 28 day of culture, aligned μRBs were taken out from the U-shape holder and the μRB loops were inserted over horizontally aligned shafts (3 mm diameter) secured in the upper and lower grips. While under a preload of 5 mN, scaffold cross-sectional area and initial length were recorded with digital calipers and the test machine’s position readout, respectively. Scaffolds were pulled at a rate of 1% strain/second to failure. Load and displacement data were recorded at 100 Hz. The tensile modulus was determined from a linear curve fit of the stress versus strain curve from 40–60% strain.

**Statistical analysis**

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation (n = 3). Unpaired Student’s t test was used for between-group comparisons. p values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Fabrication and characterization of aligned μRBs with tunable width**

To fabricate μRB-like hydrogels into aligned structures, gelatin solution was wet-spun into microfibers and collected around a rotating U-shaped holder in ethanol to induce alignment [Fig. 1(A)]. The collected gelatin microfibers were then flattened into μRBs by transferring into acetone and internally crosslinked using aldehyde to maintain μRB shape. The μRB surface was modified with methacrylate groups to allow further intercrosslinking. Upon exposure to light (365 nm, 4 mW/cm², 5 min), aligned methacrylated μRBs [10% (w/v)] intercrosslinked into hydrogels with retained alignment cues [Fig. 1(B)].

Scanning electron microscopy confirmed alignment of μRBs and presence of macroporosity [Fig. 1(C–D)]. The width of individual μRB was also tunable by varying injection rate of gelatin solution (3–10 mL/h), which yielded μRB with width ranging from 46 to 122 μm [Fig. 1(C–E)].

**Aligned μRB supported 3D cell encapsulation and alignment**

To examine effects of macroporosity and alignment cue of μRB scaffolds on cell alignment, human bladder-derived smooth muscle cells (SMCs) were chosen as a model cell type. For μRB group, μRBs with 46 μm width were used given its ability to guide better cell alignment than wider μRBs based on our optimization study (Supporting Information Fig. S1). As a control, cells were also encapsulated in conventional gelatin hydrogels, which was nanoporous without alignment cue. Upon mixing with SMCs and exposed to light, both gelatin μRBs and conventional gelatin–MA precursor solution crosslinked successfully and formed cell-laden scaffolds with homogeneous cell distribution [Fig. 2(A)]. Cell viability was high in both μRB and gelatin–MA hydrogels 24 h after the encapsulation. However, distinct cell morphology was observed in μRB compared with gelatin–MA hydrogels [Fig. 2(B)]. Only μRB group led to fast
Cell adhesion and spreading, whereas cells remained round in gelatin–MA hydrogel group. Next, we evaluated cell morphology and alignment over time by immunostaining of F-actin, a cytoskeletal protein, at days 7 and 21. SMCs showed uniform alignment along the direction of $\mu$RBs at day 7, which persisted at day 21 [Fig. 2(C,D)]. In contrast, cells remained entrapped and round in gelatin–MA hydrogels up to 21 days.

**Aligned $\mu$RBs supported SMCs to retain contractile phenotype and guided alignment of newly deposited matrix proteins**

The contractile phenotype of smooth muscle cells is crucial for its contractile function. We next examined whether aligned $\mu$RBs can support SMC cell to maintain contractile phenotype during 3D culture. Immunostaining for smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (MHC) confirmed that SMCs retained their contractile phenotype >21 days of culture in $\mu$RB scaffolds [Fig. 3(A,B)]. While MHC expression was observed in both $\mu$RB and gelatin–MA hydrogels, MHC organization was different between two groups. To study the effects of macroporosity and alignment cue of $\mu$RB scaffold on newly deposited extracellular matrix proteins, smooth muscle tissue abundant matrix proteins (Col I, Col IV) were stained at day 21 [Fig. 3(C,D)]. Importantly, $\mu$RBs guided the collagen deposition to align along $\mu$RBs, which mimics native smooth muscle morphology. In contrast, alignment of newly deposited collagen was not observed in gelatin–MA hydrogels, and the collagen deposition was only restricted to pericellular regions.

**Cellular deposited extracellular matrix contributed to increase in tensile modulus**

Since smooth muscle tissue plays an important role in relaxation/contraction, we next assessed the tensile strength of aligned $\mu$RB scaffolds using uniaxial tensile test [Fig. 4(A,B)]. At day 0 (D0), acellular $\mu$RB scaffold demonstrated that it can be stretched up to 200% strain and withstand maximum tensile stress of 75 kPa [Fig. 4(C)]. Calculated tensile modulus of D0 acellular $\mu$RB scaffold was 48 kPa [Fig. 4(D)]. After 28 days of culture, maximum tensile strain, maximum tensile stress, as well as tensile modulus of acellular $\mu$RB scaffold significantly decreased to 90%, 2, 2 kPa, respectively [Fig. 4(C,D)]. While maximum tensile stress and tensile modulus of cell-laden $\mu$RB scaffold also decreased, they were three times higher than those of acellular one, 6 and 7 kPa, respectively. Maximum tensile strain of cell-laden $\mu$RB scaffold was comparable to that of acellular $\mu$RB scaffold (85%) [Fig. 4(C,D)].

**DISCUSSION**

Many tissue types in human body is characterized by aligned morphology including muscles, tendons, nerves, and so forth. Recreating tissues with biomimetic alignment is critical for restoring the desirable tissue structures and functions. Towards this goal, several biomaterials platforms have been developed to guide cell alignment including culturing cells on nanogrooved substrates and electrospun nanofibers with alignment cues. These methods allow effective formation of aligned cells as a monolayer 2D, however, one of the biggest limitation is that they are not effective for...
guiding cell alignment in 3D. To repair tissues with aligned structures such as smooth muscle tissues, it is critical to have scaffolds that can guide cell alignment in 3D in a homogeneous manner. However, nano-/micropatterned surfaces are only suitable for generating aligned cell monolayer in 2D manner. While the use of cell sheet technology and gel casting method show possibility to assemble aligned cell sheets into multilayer structures, the stacking process of multiple cell sheets is labor-intensive and difficult, and would be inefficient in generating large 3D tissues at a scale, that is, relevant for clinical repair. Furthermore, densely packed cell sheets limit nutrient diffusion, which negatively affects cell survival and engraftment after transplant. Towards moving the cell alignment from 2D to 3D, aligned electrospun fiber scaffolds have been explored to create anisotropic tissues. However, cytotoxic fabrication process of electrospinning only allows cell seeding after the fabrication, and the nanoporosity within electrospun fiber mesh results in poor cell penetration and heterogeneous cell distribution. As such, there remains a critical need to develop novel methods to facilitate aligning cells in 3D tissue scale scaffolds.

Here, we report the development of aligned μRB-like hydrogels that can effectively induce cell alignment in 3D with homogeneous cell distribution. Using a wet-spinning process, our method allows rapid and facile fabrication of cm-scale hydrogels with aligned cues, which is a great improvement in scaling up the engineered 3D aligned tissue scale compared with previously reported methods (Fig. 1).

Another challenge associated with engineering 3D aligned smooth muscle tissues is the lack of method to achieve homogeneous cell seeding in 3D scaffolds with alignment topography. Conventionally, scaffolds are often formed in a
one step crosslinking process. As such, if the fabrication process is not cell-friendly, cells can only be seeded postfabrication, which makes it very difficult to achieve uniform cell distribution in 3D. To overcome this challenge, we have designed a two-step crosslinking process for forming cell-laden scaffolds using aligned μRBs. First, aligned μRBs were internally crosslinked to fix the shape of individual μRBs, but they remained uncrosslinked with each other so cells can be mixed homogeneously. After cell-seeding, the scaffold then undergo a secondary crosslinking to form a 3D scaffold (Figs. 1 and 2). Another major advantage of this two-step crosslinking method is that we can achieve macroporosity, which can facilitate nutrient diffusion as well as promote host tissue integration by facilitating cell migration.

Using human smooth muscle as a model cell type, we further confirmed the ability of aligned μRBs to support cell alignment and retention of contractile phenotype in 3D. Smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (MHC) is a contractile marker of smooth muscle cell, and retention of MHC expression is critical for the contractile functions of these cells. Our results showed that aligned μRBs enabled SMCs to maintain MHC expression, confirming the retention of contractile phenotype (>3 weeks [Fig. 3(A,B)]. Previously, it was only shown on 2D patterned surface that alignment cues can induce matrix deposition following the alignment. Importantly, aligned μRBs guided newly deposited collagen to align in the same direction in 3D, mimicking native ECM organization in smooth muscle tissues. In contrast, conventional gelatin–MA...
hydrogel control only allowed pericellular deposition of the proteins due to the nanoporosity and reliance on hydrogel degradation before cells could spread [Fig. 3(C,D)]. Given that cell–ECM interactions play a dynamic role in muscle development and regeneration,21,26 it is a great advantage that aligned μRBs can guide matrix protein to deposit unidirectionally to better recapitulate the native muscle structures.

Like other tissue types with aligned structures, smooth muscle tissues are characterized by unique tensile property for delivering its contractile functions. Tensile testing results showed aligned μRB hydrogels offer good tensile strength (75 kPa) with great stretchability (~200% strain at maximum tensile stress) (Fig. 4). Previously, electrospun PLGA microfibers were reported to achieve higher tensile strength (1–3 MPa), but less stretchability, with maximum strain before failure limited to 80–137%.27 Given the much higher water content in μRB hydrogels compared with PLGA microfibers, it is expected that tensile strength would be lower in hydrogels. In fact, the tensile modulus of μRB hydrogels better mimics the range of native muscle tensile modulus (8–15 kPa).28 Lastly, we observed rapid decrease in tensile strength of acellular μRB scaffolds (from 48 to 2 kPa) using current μRB scaffold formulation (Fig. 4). This rapid loss of tensile strength is likely due to degradation of gelatin μRBs and subsequent decrease in inter-crosslinking among the μRBs. To improve the long-term mechanical support of engineered smooth muscle tissues, future studies could further increase the degree of methacrylation on μRB surface to strengthen intercrosslinking among the μRBs. Importantly, our results showed that tensile modulus of cell-containing μRB groups increased by threefold compared with acellular control, confirming that newly deposited extracellular matrix contribute to the tensile strength of engineered tissues.

CONCLUSIONS

In sum, here we report a facile method for fabricating gelatin into aligned μRB structures, which guide cell alignment in 3D and allow direct cell encapsulation in tissue scale hydrogels with macroporosity. Aligned μRB hydrogels support high cell viability, fast cell adhesion and spreading, and aligned morpholology of human smooth muscles cells >28 days of culture in vitro. Smooth muscle cells maintain their mature phenotype, and deposit extracellular matrix proteins along the directions of μRBs, which contributes to enhanced tensile strength of cell-laden hydrogels. We envision that aligned μRBs can provide a novel biomaterials platform for engineering 3D muscle tissues, and may be broadly applicable in engineering other anisotropic tissues with alignment structures including ligaments, tendons, nerves, and blood vessels.
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